About your Technology and Digitalisation II book
Technology and Digitalisation II ESO is organised into units and projects. The projects bring together content studied
in the units.

UNITS
Unit introduction
The opening pages are structured in the following way:
A list of the contents and
sections in the unit.

UNIT 3
1

Mechanisms

What’s a mechanism?

Think and discuss
1

2 Linear transmission of motion
3 Rotary transmission
4 Transformation of motion
5 Mechanisms that control
motion
6 Energy absorption and
dissipation

UN promotes cycling in Europe

According to the text,
what are the personal and
social benefits of cycling
as a mode of transport?
Discuss the impact of
cycling on the economy,
the environment and on
health.

Cycling as a mode of transport has many social benefits such as boosting
the local economy with more green jobs, improving people's health and
actively protecting our climate and moving us closer to our sustainable
obectives. Cycling also helps to reduce traffic congestion in cities and
because bikes need less space than cars, both when they are moving and
when they are parked, cycling increases the available public space.

2 Look at this graph which
shows the relationship
between distance and time
and answer the questions.

7 Couplings and clutches
8 Bearings

The first ever Pan-European Master Plan for Cycling Promotion aims
to extend and improve cycling infrastructure, develop and implement
national plans to promote cycling and increase cyclists’ safety, and
integrate cycling into health policies and the planning of transport
infrastructure.

min

9 Free wheel
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The measures hope to double the use of cycling as a mode of transport.

30
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Source: Diario Ágora (translated and adapted)
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REVISION ACTIVITIES
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TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP
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Building simple mechanisms

3

4

5
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7

8

a. How long does it take to
travel the first kilometre
using each mode of
transport? Why?

WORKING WITH A COMPUTER

An introduction to
the Work on your key
competences task, which
is the Learning situation
at the end of the unit.

2

Making a pulley with a 3D printer
Simulating mechanisms

Clue: The starting
position of each line
on the y-axis shows the
time it takes to start
moving using each mode
of transport.

TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP
Basic bicycle maintenance

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
AND SUSTAINABILITY
Personal transporters

b. At what point does
cycling begin to have an
advantage over walking?

WORK ON YOUR KEY
COMPETENCES

c. Until what distance is it
faster to cycle than to
drive?

Tune up your bike
Mechanisms are all around us.
Our bikes contain most types
of simple mechanisms. Do you
know which mechanisms your bike
has and what they do?

In addition to the economic, environmental and health benefits of cycling,
in urban areas it's often faster to cycle. This is because it's easier to park a
bike closer to your final destination and you don't need to travel to a public
transport stop or station at the beginning of your journey.

What would you add to your
bike to make it safer and more
comfortable?

One of the simplest ways to help achieve the Sustainable Development
Goals is to start cycling. You can find more information in The Lazy Person’s
Guide to Saving the World.

OXFORD PROJECTS

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/takeaction

Go to your GENiOX Desktop.

In Think and discuss, there are
activities that promote reflection on
and debate about the contents of
the text.

In addition, by going to your
Desktop
you can access Oxford Projects. You can
consolidate your learning with this digital
resource, which includes tasks and simulators.

The introductory texts
have been selected
to foster individual
growth (emotional,
social and academic)
and to encourage
you to respond to
the challenges facing
the world today: the
achievement of the
Sustainable Development
Goals, children’s rights,
gender equality and
digital competence.
They’ll also help
you to develop the
personal, academic
and professional
competences you’ll need
in the future.

Development
These boxes introduce
interesting facts or ask
questions based on
everyday life, experiments
or images. This helps you
to deduce what content
will be covered in the
section.

1 What’s a mechanism?

In the margins, there
are glossary boxes
with definitions of key
vocabulary, as well as
complementary texts that
reinforce or extend the
content.

1.2. Classification of mechanisms

What element transmits motion from
the pedals of a bicycle to the wheels?
What do you call the mechanism that
we use to take water from a well by
pulling on a rope?
What differences are there between a
machine and a mechanism?

We classify mechanisms by the work they do and how they function.
Transmission of motion
Linear transmission

Rotary transmission
y
friction wheels
y
pulleys with belts
y
interlocking gears

y
lever
y
pulley
y
compound pulley system

friction: the force of an object
moving past and against another
object.

1

y
sprockets with chains
Transformation of motion

The moving parts of a bicycle, a seesaw and a clock are examples of
everyday mechanisms. Their parts are different, but they all make work
easier because they transmit and transform force, motion and energy.
Mechanisms are the elements that transmit and transform force and
motion from an input source (motor) to an output receptor, modifying its
characteristics.
Machines and mechanical systems are different mechanisms that we
combine to produce a certain effect.

1.1. What are the components of machines and mechanisms?

Rotary-linear
y
wheel
y
rack and pinion

Reciprocating rotary-linear

y
nut and bolt
y
crank

y
crank and rod
y
crankshaft

y
cam
y
eccentric cam

Motion control
Direction control
y
ratchet
y
free wheel

Speed
y
brakes
Energy accumulation
Absortion/Dissipation

y
springs
Connection

 Input sources that create force and motion. Examples include our muscles,
the weight of a pendulum in a clock, the energy stored in a spring, the force
of flowing water in a river and the force of an electric motor.
 Transformation and transmission systems of energy, force or motion.
Examples include gears, pulleys and springs.
 Output receptors that do the work these objects were made for.
Examples include wheels, clock hands and weights.
Input system → Transformation and transmission systems → Output
receptor system

When we ride a bike, our legs are the input source because they provide
force and motion. The pedal and chain mechanisms transmit this force
and motion to the wheels, which are the output receptors. The wheels do
the work when they move the bicycle forward. They transform the circular motion of the legs into the forward linear movement of the cyclist's
body.

Key content is highlighted.

Linkage
y
clutch

Support

Another way to classify
mechanisms
Mechanisms can also be classified
by the number of elements they're
made of.
 Simple mechanisms perform
their function in a single step.
Examples are levers, wheels and
pulleys.
 Complex mechanisms complete
the function in several stages.
Examples are bicycles, printers
and internal combustion engines.

y
bearing

No mechanism can produce energy on its own. Mechanisms (simple or
complex) can only produce as much energy as they receive, although some
of this energy is lost to friction1 and heat.
Mechanisms allow or facilitate the performance of many tasks that couldn't
be done without their existence.

CLiL activities
2

Listen to the four conversations. Who's right? Who's wrong?
Correct the wrong sentences in your notebook.

3

In your notebook, describe the usefulness of these mechanisms and
identify their driving force, the mechanisms involved and the receptor
elements.

CLiL activities
1

46

BLOCK: RESOLVING TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

The bike, the seesaw, the clock and the water well are made up of
mechanisms. Work with a partner. Look at the photos on the left and
discuss which types of mechanisms they use.

A hypothetical perpetual motion
machine

3. Mechanisms

Activities include listening and speaking tasks. Activities also
cover various key competences and all activities cover the
STEM and plurilingual competences.
4

TECHNOLOGY AND DIGITALISATION
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Revision activities

Revision activities

The Revision activities are organised by topic. They include
a wide variety of different types of activity that cover the
different key competences and all of them cover the STEM and
plurilingual competences.

31

A boy weighing 30 kilograms is sitting at one end
of a seesaw. A girl weighing 20 kilograms is sitting
at the other end. The girl is 1.5 metres from the
fulcrum. How far from the fulcrum must the boy sit
to balance the seesaw? How far from the fulcrum
must the boy sit if the girl is 3 metres from the
fulcrum?

32

How much force do we need to lift the load in this
image? If we apply a force of 30 N, how much
weight could we lift?

36

Calculate the output speed of the gear train. In
which direction do the gears in the middle and on
the right rotate? If the output speed of the wheel
on the right is 60 rpm, what is the input speed of
the wheel on the left?
Z 4  36

Z 3  30
Z 1  36
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200 rpm
Z 2  18

37

Look at this mechanism:
Gear A

Z A 5 20
Gear B

50 N

In the Study skills section, you’ll make a summary of the unit, a
concept map and a scientific glossary. You’ll be able to use all
of these resources to revise the contents of the unit.

33

In your notebook, draw diagrams of the three types
of levers.
Study the diagram. What's the diameter of the larger wheel? What's the ratio of transmission?

D A 5 10

7 rods

N2  560 rpm
N1  70 rpm
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Study the gear train. Calculate the ratio of
transmission.
a. How fast does the larger gear turn if the smaller
gear turns at 60 rpm? Show the direction of
rotation.
b. If we add another gear between these two
gears, will it change the ratio of transmission?
Explain.




D B 5 15

a. Label each part of the diagram. How does each
part transmit and transform motion? What is
the input? What's the output?
b. If gear A turns at 90 rpm, how many times will
the output crank move in one hour?
c. In which direction does gear A turn? In which
direction will gear B turn?
d. Is this mechanism reversible? Why or why not?

10 mm

D

Study skills
Write a summary of the unit answering these
questions.
 What’s the difference between a machine and a

28 pins

Wheel B

Analyse these devices: a music box and the
mechanism that raises an awning. Describe how
they work. Think about how they might transmit
motion between their different parts. In each one,
identify at least three of the simple mechanisms
we have studied in this unit and explain their
function in the device.
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I
Gear

Z B 5 30

Wheel A

34

a. Which part provides the force that makes the
cranks move? Is this a reversible mechanism?
b. It turns 2 mm and the rack is moving at 60 cm
per minute. If it’s turning at a speed of 10 rpm,
how many cogs does the gear have?
c. What kind of movement describes the follower? What element makes it stick to the side of
the cam?
d. If the crank is 40 cm long, and the radius of
the cylinder is one third that length, how many
kilograms will the winch lift if we apply a force
of 240 N?
Traditional windmills used this mechanism to grind
grain to make flour. What type of transmission of
motion does the mechanism perform? If the gear
turns clockwise at 60 rpm, what speed will the
wheel turn at and in which direction?

Look at the four mechanisms. Read the questions
and match each description to a mechanism. Then,
answer the questions.


Grinding wheel
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In your notebook, draw a diagram of an eccentric
cam and label its parts. Explain how it works and
give some examples.

44 Are these statements true or false? Correct the
false sentences.
a. The cam and the eccentric cam are reversible
mechanisms of transformation.
b. All ratchets allow motion in one direction but
not in the other.
c. A band brake consists of a band that applies
pressure to a drum connected to an axle.
d. Cardan joints transmit motion between two
axes that are perpendicular.
e. Shock absorbers and leaf springs are mechanisms that reduce speed.





mechanism?
What are the simple mechanisms that transmit
and transform motion?
How do we calculate the ratio of transmission in
levers, pulleys and gears?
What are gear trains and belt drives? What are
they used for?
How can we change the direction of rotation and
the axis of rotation in pulleys and gears?
What are the most common types of brake
systems?
What are couplings? How do they work?
What’s a crank? How does it work? What are
its uses?
What types of mechanisms absorb energy?

II Create a concept map. Include these concepts:
mechanisms, linear transmission, rotary
transmission, transformation of motion, motion
control, energy accumulation.
III Create your own technical dictionary. Write
definitions for the following terms. You can
include more words of your own:
lever, pulley, compound pulley system, crank, shock
absorber, cam, ratchet, wheel, interlocking gears.
Passnotes

Revision activities

Concept map

BLOCK: RESOLVING TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
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Practical skills sections
There are three sections that help you work on your practical
technological skills:

Technology workshop
Building simple mechanisms

Changing the direction of motion (pulleys and gears)

Mechanical engineering that we’ve studied in this unit is extremely
important and is constantly evolving. Current production techniques are
characterised by their extreme precision and the finish of the different parts
that make up these mechanisms.

There are different ways to change the axis of rotation. Here are two of
them:

In the technology workshop, we can make simple mechanisms using
materials such as cardboard, paper, wood and nails.

b. We can put two gears at a 90° angle. To do this, we make the wheels out
of chipboard with nails that function as the gear teeth.

Making pulleys

Making a cam

a. We can use pulleys that are connected by a belt at an angle to each
other. We can also cross the belt.

Working with a computer

 W
 orking with technology. In this section, you’ll learn
about interesting methods and techniques for working
with materials and tools, applying what you’ve learned
throughout the unit.

Making a cam is easy:

An easy way to make a pulley is to use three discs made of plywood for the
wheel. The two outer discs will be the same diameter. The inner disc should
be thicker and about 2 mm to 4 mm smaller in diameter. (If it’s too small,
the belt can get caught.) For our calculations we need to use the diameter
of the inner disc.

1. On a piece of plywood, we draw two perpendicular lines. Then we use a
compass to draw a circle. We use the intersection of the two lines as the
centre.
b. Presentation
2. We draw two more lines to divide the circle into eight equal
We use
this menu
to choose
theOnce
view the glue
Glue the three discs together so that
they’re
perfectly
centred.
D
Once we’ve
designed
the A
mechanism,
we can add different elements
parts. To do this, we place the compass
needle
on vertex
and
There are computer programs that allow us to experiment with mechanisms.
want tothe
work
with. The menu also
has dried, cut a hole in the middlewe
to insert
axis.
graphics)
to provide information on the components
draw an arc starting at vertex C.(numbers
Then we and
place
the compass
allows us to rotate this perspective
One of these is the simulator Yenka, that manipulates mechanical and
speed,
acceleration,
number of gear teeth) and their properties.
needle on vertex C and draw an(rotation
arc starting
at vertex
A.
There are two options:
to get the most appropriate angle.
C
electrical components. It allows us to visualise in 3D the movement of these
O
Try the
topWe
view
first,the
thendiameter
the front,of the hole
A
1. Then
We select
an element,
such as a number.
3. We place the needle at vertex D.
we draw
an arc between
mechanisms and to get to know their properties.
a. The pulley turns freely on a fixed
axis.
make
and finally the profile, in order to
vertices E and F.
a little wider than the axis. Be careful not to make the hole too wide, or
2. We drag the target icon on this element to the one we
want to F
Yenka has a library, which we can access from the main menu. In the library
position the parts well. After this,
E
the pulley will vibrate.
manipulate.
B
Finally,
the edges.
activate the animation perspective.
we can select input, transformation and output components, 4.
as well
as we cut out the cam and sand
We put stoppers on each end of the axis to prevent the wheel from project presentation details.
3. Finally, we select the property that we want to see reflected.
Making a Cardan joint
falling off. We can use a metal axis to avoid too much friction.
wire
We can add and modify components:
This image shows information
about the angular speeds in revolutions per
cross
As we have seen, Cardan joints transmit
b. The pulley and the axis turn at the same time. The diameter of the hole
minute of the following elements:
a. Design a mechanism
flat tin strap
rotation between two axes that are at an angle.
and the axis should be the same. We need to force the axis into the hole
 The motor and the shaft
1. We select the top view (plan) and drag the components of the
and then glue it in place.
Look at the illustration. Prepare the wire cross,
connected to it.
mechanism from the library to the workspace.
washers and flat tin straps.
In this case, we use a wood axis.
 The small gear in the chain wheel
Then assemble the Cardan joint.
system
washers

Simulating mechanisms

Making gears

 The large wheel in the
transmission chain wheel system.

Basic bicycle maintenance

a. Using plywood.
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 Working with computers. In this section, you’ll
learn how to use information Technology as
a tool to explore, analyse, design, model and
digitalise technological objects.

Technology workshop

We can make gears using two simple procedures:

Which parts of my bicycle should I check?

The worm screw transmits motion to
small
gear, so they have the same
1. We draw the gear using a compass and protractor.
a. Before you use your bicycle, always:
a. Choosing the right-sized bicycle.
3. Lift the front of the bicycle so the the
front
wheel
speed. How fast do they rotate?
comes off.
2. We cut out the gear using a hacksaw. We follow the lines. It’s important to choose the right-sized bicycle for
1. Check your tyres and their air pressure in case you have a flat tyre or
flat tin strap
Thishighest
graphic shows how this
slow puncture.
high performance and to avoid any problems or
4. To remove the back wheel, select the
3. We sand the teeth so they are even.
injuries. Stand next to the bike holding the handlebars.
gearPractice
so the chain is on the smallestproperty
sprocket.changes over time.
2. Check your brakes are working correctly. This is necessary for your
b. Using chipboard and nails:
It’s
interesting
to note how the
With your left foot on the ground, lift your right
Remove the chain and then remove
the
back
own safety and the safety of others.
Look at the cam you made.properties
As the cam
rotates,
change
when
you
change
2
knee forward. The space between your knee and the
wheel.
1. We draw the circle.
describe the motion its follower
makes.
3. Check that your chains and gears are properly lubricated. If these
the sizes
of different parts.
handlebars should be the width of your hand.
2. We use a protractor to mark the exact place where we will put the nails. Practice
d. Changing the
inner
tube.
parts are rusty or are scraping against each other, they may break.
Then, we
design
a how the
3 Think of a more complex motion.
In the image,
can see
Height
Size to make
cam that will produce it. speed of the yellow wheel changes
Think of other ways
1 (cm)
3. We cut out the circle. We sand it. We put the nails in place.
b. If you use your bike often, every month you should:
71-72
gears with materials15available in the
over What
time. type
As weofcan see, it’s
4 Look at the cams on the right.
1. Check the cables. Make sure they’re not twisted or broken. Check the
workshop. Try them15.5
out.
73-74
motion will each cam produce
in itsbecause
follower?
constant
none of the variables
in the system have been changed
tension.
16 we use the cursor to drag them to the correct
during the period of study.
2. To 75-78
move items horizontally,
2. Inspect the chain, wheels and sprockets. Are the teeth in good
Side view to raise the height of the motor
79-82 To move them17vertically, we change the view to either a side or
position.
We
can
also
add
activation
buttons,
sliding
controls,
imagescorrectly?
and
with a wormscrew
condition?
Doestext
thenotes,
chain move
Does it slip or
front
one.
17.5
83-84
animations, as well as questions and answers.
we can create
jump? Is So
it scraping
againstexercises,
other parts? Replace any damaged
18
85-88
tests and explanatory diagrams.
BLOCK: RESOLVING TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
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parts.
3. 89-90
We double-click on 19
each component, to modify their key features
such as the number of teeth for gears or the rotational speed of a
3. Check the air pressure in the tyres. You can find the correct
19.5
91-92
motor, or to rotate them on different planes so that they fit with the
Practice
tyre pressure on the side of the tyres. Always carry an air pump
20
93-94
rest of the mechanisms.
and repair kit.
1 Study the mechanism on this page. How does
Use the simulator to reproduce the three gear
3
4. seat.
Once the mechanisms are in their final places and the pivot points
b. Adjusting the
Check Which
the chain, sprocket mechanisms
and all
other
moving
it work? How does it transmit4.motion?
combinations
that
you
use
most often on your
1. To
Completely
deflate the inner tube.
of their parts are set, we create axes to join them.
do this, we
are lubricated.
Occasionally,
youYou
will can
alsodo
need
elements are connected? Whichparts
elements
rotate
bicycle.
thistowith a motor and a chain
As you pedal, your
should
almost
clicklegs
on the
end be
that
has a fully
small black box on it and
drag this
and any place
2. Using
tyreto
levers, slowly lift the edge ofatthe
tyre
the
same speed? Is the speed lubricate
increasingthe
orseat tube, suspension,
drive,cables
and experiment
withwhere
the characteristics of
stretched whenthe
each
pedal is at the
closest
point
to mechanism.
corresponding
square
in the
other
Once they’re
there's friction.
up and over the outside of the rim. Startdecreasing?
with the
different gears.
the ground. This
will helpjoined,
to avoid
injury. will be relayed in the
correctly
theknee
movement
animation.
edge next to the valve.
5.speed
Checkofthe
This
is numbers,
importantexplanatory
if your bike texts
has anand images
thesuspension
various pressure.
2 Use the information about the
Add
4
1. Ask someone
to
help
you
get
on
your
bicycle
and
The simplest way to place the parts and check that they’re properly
ormany
hydraulic
Thisdiagram
needs to
properly
3. Leave the tyre on the rim and remove the
inner
parts.
If gear 1 has twelve teeth, air
how
teethsuspension system.
to your
tobe
make
it the adjusted
explanation of this
to hold it
steady. is by starting with the motor and then adding
attached
in the other parts
your
weight.
does the worm drive have? Howfor
many
teeth
does
tube.
type of transmission in the guided project.
one
by of
one,
with
their
changes in size and position.
2. Place the
heel
your
foot
onrespective
the pedal and
Plan view of the axes
gear 2 have?
6.
Check
the
tyres.
Look
for
cracks,
damage
and
excessive
wear.
4. Check for and remove any sharp objects.
stretch your leg fully.
7.
Inspect
all
the
nuts
and
bolts.
Make
sure
they
are
not
too
loose
or too
5. Partially inflate the new inner tube and put it
3. Adjust the seat to that height. When you pedal with
tight.
inside the tyre. Start with the valve.
66
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8. Check the frame. Examine the frame carefully. If you find any cracks
6. Very carefully put the tyre back on the rim.
4. Notice your position on the seat. If you’re sitting
or stress marks, don’t ride the bike.
too far back, the seat’s too low. If you’re sitting to
7. Make sure the valve’s in the correct position and
c. Clean your bicycle!
far forward, the seat’s too high.
inflate the inner tube. Put the wheel back on the
bicycle.

c. Removing the front wheel.
If your front wheel has a flat tyre, you’ll need to
remove the wheel.
1. Disconnect the brake system. If your bike has
a disc system, don’t use the handle when you
remove the front wheel.
2. Loosen the nuts on the front axle. Hold the nut
on one side in place while you turn the nut on the
other side. With a quick release system, just turn
the lever.
68

e. Re-threading the chain.
1. Push the arm of the rear derailleur forward, then
place the chain on the lower part of the smallest
sprocket.

Dirt and dust can be a mechanism's worst enemy because it causes
friction and wear. Clean your bicycle once every three months. Once
it's dry, lubricate the moving parts. This will keep your bicycle in good
condition and make it last longer.

2. Lift the wheel off the ground and turn the pedal
backwards. Slowly thread the chain onto the
sprocket.
3. Turn the pedal forwards until the chain is
completely connected to the gear wheel.

 T
 echnology workshop. In this section, you’ll
use procedures and activities to analyse
technological objects. You’ll learn how to define
any technological problem and set up problemsolving processes.
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Practice
What mechanisms on
1
your bicycle need lubrication?
Why’s this necessary? Find
information about what type
of lubricant you should use on
each mechanism on your bicycle,
such as the brakes, gear wheels,
sprockets, axles and levers.

BLOCK: RESOLVING TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
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Emerging technologies
and sustainability

Work on your
key competences

In this section, you’ll see
how technological and
digital developments are
giving rise to new concepts
and more environmentallyfriendly products. These
new concepts and products
will revolutionise our lives in
the coming years.

Emerging technologies and sustainability
Bikes are the most sustainable vehicles because of how much energy and resources they use. In addition, companies are
now developing many different types of electric vehicles that can compete with cars on journey time, but are also less
expensive and use less energy.
Electric bike
A motor helps the rider pedal and
accelerate, and stops working when the
bike reaches a speed of 25 km/h. The
bike can travel at higher speeds if the
rider uses their own pedalling strength.

The Learning situation in Work
on your key competences
enables you to put the contents
you’ve studied into practice in
an integrated manner, as well as
allowing you to relate them to
the Sustainable Development
Goals.

LEARNING SITUATION

Electric scooter
Electric scooters
are light, have a
good range for short
journeys and are
cheaper than other
electric vehicles.

Electric motorbike
Electric motorbikes have a similar
power to mopeds. They need a licence
plate and riders must follow the same
rules as car drivers. Electric motorbikes
cannot use bike lanes.

A bicycle is a compound machine with multiple mechanisms.
The aim of this project is to recognise and identify
the components of a bike, learn how to tune up your
bike and add extra parts to make it safer and more
comfortable to ride.

Analysis
1

What are the parts of a bike? What are their
functions?

2 Look at your bike and identify the different
mechanisms.
Speed: 25 km/hour or more with pedalling
Range: 150 km
Electric unicycle
These are the lightest
personal transporters.
Riders steer them by
leaning their body in
the direction of travel.
Unicycles aren’t easy
to ride because the wheel moves to help
the rider keep their balance. They’re the
least popular option because they’re very
expensive.
Speed: 40 km/hour
Range: 20 km

Speed: 25 km/hour
Range: 20-80 km

3 Classify the mechanisms by type, function and purpose.
Speed: 100 km/hour
Range: 50-150 km

Hoverboard

Activities
1

Read these descriptions of vehicle purchase
and maintenance costs. What’s the annual cost of
each vehicle type?
 The average annual spend on a car includes:
payment instalments €2 370; tax €200; parking
and road tolls €103; maintenance €208;
insurance €532.
 An average scooter costs €400; it lasts for
5 years; there’s no insurance, tax or parking;
maintenance €35.

BLOCK: RESOLVING TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

Find the same data for an electric bike.
2

4 Look at the picture and match each number to the
name of the part.

Segway

A hoverboard consists of a platform with Segways are slow
sensors. Like the electric unicycle, the
and easy to ride.
rider steers by leaning their body. They’re Many people ride
difficult to ride, and are more for fun
them in pedestrian
than a serious mode of transport.
zones, such as
tourists and
security guards.
They’re more
expensive than
scooters.
Speed: 12-18 km/hour
Range: 15-45 km
Speed: 9-12 km/
hour
Range: 25 km

The most popular personal transporters are electric bikes and scooters. Electric bikes are faster, have a longer range and
are more comfortable, but they’re more expensive, heavier and bulkier.
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On your

Work on your key competences
Tune up your bike

Personal transporters

Read these comparative descriptions of fuel costs
of an electric vehicle and a petrol vehicle and
answer the questions.
a) It costs €0.046 to fully charge an electric
scooter with a range of 20 km. How much will
it cost to travel 100 km?
b) If a car uses €9 of petrol per 100 km, how much
will we save annually with an electric scooter if
we travel 10 km per day?

Frame
crossbar
down tube
seat tube
seat stay
chain stay

Front
handlebars
steering tube
suspension
front brakes
fork

Wheel
spokes
hub
rim
tyre
valve

Transmission
front gear
cogset
chain
back gear
sprocket

Other parts
seat
seat post
pedal
crank
back brakes

5 Which parts in activity 4 do you think are mechanisms? Which aren't?
6 Which parts do you think form a mechanism in conjunction with other parts?

Development
7 Write a list of all the moving parts of a bike and classify them according to their motion type: linear, rotary or
both. For example a sprocket has rotary motion and the suspension has linear motion.
8

Make a slide presentation showing the mechanisms that make up a bicycle. Follow these steps:
a) Find images of the parts that a bike has, such as wheels,
handlebars, pedals, transmission, front gears, levers,
brakes, shock absorbers, front and back gears and
bearings. Use images from the Internet or take your own
photos.
b) Insert your images into a presentation program.
Use PowerPoint, Libre Office Impress or any other
presentation software.
c) Include images and animations from the mechanism
simulator you used in this unit.
d) Include a section about basic bicycle maintenance.

Throughout the unit there
are
activities, which are
connected to the Learning
situation.

9 Find information about the evolution of the bicycle
throughout history and include it in your presentation.
10 Based on your analysis, add another part to your bike to improve it.

Task guide

3. Mechanisms
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Desktop there’s a Task guide, which includes the self-assessment rubrics.
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About your Technology and Digitalisation II book
Projects and the guided project
At the end of the book, you’ll find three projects that bring together what you’ve learned in various units. These paced
projects will allow you to use your creativity and imagination within a project methodology framework.
The guided project is designed so that you can apply project methodology to the design and construction of a car.
PROJECTS

Presentation

GUIDED PROJECT

Technology solves many of the problems and needs which human beings
have. This is evident when we look at inventions which cause important
social changes, as well as the manufacture of small everyday objects, such
as chairs, pens, books, shoes etc. The manufacture of an object requires an
organised process that includes creation and knowledge.

Technology and digitalisation
 Why are projects an important part of it?

Technology is the knowledge, techniques and processes that are used as we
design and build objects, machines and systems which satisfy needs or solve
problems.

 What stages must we complete when we do a project?

We can say that technology is the implementation of scientific knowledge.

 Do you remember what the purpose of technology is?

Throughout history, humans have used technology to satisfy their needs,
creating objects that make their lives easier, from consumer goods to digital
resources. The project method plays a vital role in the development of these
solutions.

In this section you will find a project aim which requires you to find a
technical solution. You can work individually or as a team.

Technology is key to understanding how our digitalised society works. It uses
scientific and technical knowledge to meet specific needs in a creative way.
It's important that we use technology in a responsible, sustainable manner,
understanding its impact on the environment and on our health, and promoting equality and respect for others.

Working on these projects allows you to put into practice everything you
will learn. You will also gain the following skills:

The project includes a basic plan and two alternative ideas which are
indicated with this symbol: ✺.

These projects are quite challenging, and they require individual effort as
well as good teamwork. For each project, you'll need to apply knowledge
you’ve acquired in several different units of the book. The projects are complex tasks that we can use to measure your progress towards developing key
competences.
The three projects are on topics covered in different units of the book:
1. My ideal classroom includes content and procedures from units 1, 2, 6
and 7.
2. Following in the footsteps of Leonardo includes content from units 1, 2,
3 and 8.
3. Smart traffic lights includes content from units 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Smart traffic light Design and build a programmable traffic light

Presentation of the idea

An automobile is a self-propelled vehicle equipped
with an internal combustion engine, four wheels and
a set of mechanisms and systems that allow it to be
controlled.

Project

PROJECTS

My ideal classroom

Use a simulation program, such as Tinkercad, to test
the electronic system and control program of a
traditional traffic light.

Excellent

Satisfactory

You simulated a traffic light system in the analysis stage.

…

…

…

…

• Design, and incorporate into your project,
control circuits that invert the rotation of a DC
electric motor and stop it automatically when it is
activated.

You presented a satisfactory proposal chosen by the group.

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

You wrote all the necessary documentation for the development of the
idea, describing the project in such detail that someone outside of the
group could build the traffic light.

…

…

…

…

Phases of the technological process
To respond to a problem or a need, we must think, do and check. The
project stages are based on this method, which we use mainly to solve
technical problems. We are also constantly using this method in real life and
in the technology workshop. To put the project method into practice, we
follow the technological process:

motor with
reducer
wheel
axle

frame
signal

system
• Use metallic and plastic materials and find out
about their physical characteristics, as well as the
techniques and processes involved in their transformation.

• Make combined and detailed blueprints to scale in order to accurately
represent the object that is going to be built.

Technological phase

1. Identify
2. Analyse
the problem the problem
or need.
or need.

Technical phase

Think

3. Find
and select
information.

Do

4. Suggest
solutions
and choose
the most
suitable one.
Design.

5. Plan the
work, the
resources,
and the
necessary
materials.

6. Build.

Check

7. Check
that the
solution meets
the initical
specifications.

8. Present
and
evaluate the
object and
the work
process.

• Analyse the pros and cons of automobile use, particularly the way that its
use affects the environment.

1. Introducing the task
To design and build a steering-controlled car for the transportation of people.

Features of the task

212

GUIDED PROJECT

• The car should be powered by a 4.5V battery and it should be able to
move safely and smoothly.
• It should have two drive directions (forwards and backwards).
• It should have a steering system with stub axles that turn in parallel,
moved by an electric motor, and which should stop automatically when
the wheels reach a predefined limit in terms of
signal
the turn position.
system
• It should have a wired remote control that will
facilitate both controlling the drive direction and
the turning of the car.

In progress Unsatisfactory

You built the traffic light without delays, working together efficiently
as a group.

steering

• Design and build a forklift
• Design and build a mobile platform

• Become familiar with the mechanisms of
transmission and motion transformation that are
used in some machines.

Following in the footsteps of Leonardo

3

remote
control
Alternative
ideas:
traction

Completing this project will help you to:

Smart traffic lights
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• Make sketches and plans of technical objects
and systems to scale.
• Design and interpret electrical control
diagrams.
• Understand and use motion transmission and
motion transformation mechanisms.
• Create a DC motor rotation control circuit with
automatic stop.
• Use machines and tools safely.
• Use a word processor and a spreadsheet
calculation to prepare a technical report.
• Search for information using a computer.

Design and build an automobile

STEA M

4 Design your own traffic light based on what you’ve
learned. Think of some improvements and explain
how you can incorporate them into your design.
The aim of this project is to design and build a
5 Present your idea to your group and listen to others’
programmable traffic light.
ideas.
 Your traffic light must be different from conventional
6 Discuss all the ideas and choose the best ones for
traffic lights, with an original design.
your project.
The aim of this project is to rethink and redesign your classroom, adapting it to 21st century
teaching methodologies
 It must include a sensor, lights and sounds.
In
this
project,
you’re
going
to...
using the principles of neuroarchitecture and biophilic design. To do this, you will first create a collaborative virtual
Development of the idea
 You should base it on a control program and display its workspace where
developtraffic
ideascontrol
in collaboration
with the rest of the class.
Designyou
an can
automatic
system that
operating information on a computer screen.
7 Draw diagrams of the traffic light's electronic
includes various sensors and actuators.
circuits, a diagram showing how the control program
 Optional: it could include some type of artificial
 Write a control program.
works, and a sketch of the model.
intelligence, such as voice activation.
 Build
scale
model
the system.
In this project,
youa will
apply
theofproject
method to one of Leonardo da Vinci’s many drawings. You will build a
 You can also add a screen that displays traffic and
Choose the electronic components and materials you
8 the
Present
theofresult
to his
theinventions.
class.
functionalscale
model
one of
You will then analyse the evolution of
invention from Leonardo's
weather information or environmental awareness
will need. If necessary, write a budget for the material
design to the present day, and create an exhibition of models and information panels.
campaigns.
you will need to buy.
 Your project must include assembly instructions and
9 Write a work plan for building the traffic light. Include
a manual describing how the electronic circuit and
simulation tests and the construction of a prototype
control program work.
You will use artificial intelligence or the Internet of things to create an innovative traffictolight
that detects
testsystem
the circuits.
pedestrians and responds to real traffic conditions. This project will give you the opportunity to put your knowledge
Don’t forget...
PROJECT STAGES
of drawing, electricity, control systems, robotics and programming into practice. Construction and testing
 Use rechargeable batteries or a solar panel to
Research and analysis
10 Build the traffic light following the steps you wrote in
power your control system.
the previous stage.
1 Analyse the traffic in your city.
 Use recycled materials and design your traffic
Individual and collective action
Once
you've
built
the
traffic light,
make sure it works.
11
 What problems does it cause?
light so that you can reuse components in other
PROJECTS
205
 The council will use the traffic light to raise
Pay special attention to how the sensors affect the
projects.
 How’s it controlled?
awareness of traffic pollution problems.
way the system works, and the information displayed
 Is it safe to use personal transporters?
on the computer screen.
 The light must be suitable for people with sight
 Is the city designed for cars or pedestrians?
and hearing problems.
Documentation
Discuss this statement in your group:
 Include guidance for reusing and recycling each
12 Write a project report with circuit diagrams,
One way to promote sustainable urban mobility is to
component.
the control program and a description of the
improve how families and students access schools.
 Use sustainable energy sources.
improvements you incorporated into the design.
2 Draw a block diagram or flowchart showing a
traditional traffic light sequence and write a list of
SELF-ASSESSMENT
components necessary to make a scale model of that
traffic light.
Go to your GENiOX Desktop and complete this self-assessment table.

PROJECT AIM

Skills

Solution

 Analysis - Idea - Development of the Idea - Construction – Checking/
Testing

Project

Project aim

Design and build
a car

LEARNING SITUATION

Need or problem

Projects like the ones described throughout the book bring all of these elements together. The work on your key competences in the units has laid
the foundations for the projects presented here, which are far more ambitious and aim to consolidate the knowledge you've acquired throughout
the year. When doing these projects, think about the SDGs you've learned
about throughout the course, and follow the project method, though you
may wish to vary it slightly as necessary:

steering

frame

motor with
reducer

Improvement proposal (optional)
✺ Install a headlight system, and a light and sound
signal system for reversing the vehicle.
✺ Design and incorporate a body for the
constructed vehicle chassis.
traction
remote
control

Traffic light prototype
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PROJECT III

PROJECT III

Project report
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Symbols used in your book

DESIGN AND BUILD AN AUTOMOBILE

215

y
Remember that Biology and Geolog
e.
enc
pet
com
M
mainly works on the STE
in
ies
This means that all of the activit
e, as
this book develop that competenc
e.
enc
pet
well as the plurilingual com

Some sections and activities in this book are specifically designed
to develop the key competences and to focus on aspects of your
individual development and the challenges of today’s world. The
symbols below help you to identify these sections and activities.
KEY COMPETENCES
Linguistic competence
Plurilingual competence
Competence in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)
Digital competence
Personal and social competence and learning to learn
Civic competence
Entrepreneurial competence
Cultural awareness and expression
FOCUS ON

OTHER SYMBOLS

Children’s rights

Learning situation

Gender equality

Speaking activity
Group activity and cooperative learning

Physical and emotional wellbeing
Digital competence
The world of work
The Sustainable Development Goals
6
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STEAM task (interdisciplinary activity)
Downloadable material

The

Desktop

The
Desktop is a digital space where you can access your digital book, as well as a wide range of resources in
different formats (such as video, HTML and PDF). These will help you with the tasks and processes that are the basis of
your learning: observation, analysis, consolidating and expanding your knowledge, study skills and exam revision.





PDF


Unit presentation
Oxford Investigation, which works on the contents digitally through tasks, animations and simulators
Animations that help you to visualise processes and mechanisms in a dynamic way
Simulators that allow you to work in a virtual laboratory
Experiment video of the Science practical
Digital revision activities to test your knowledge in an interactive format
Concept maps, dictionary worksheets and scaffolding worksheets
Weblinks to expand your knowledge and find information for research tasks

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
The UN launched the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in 2015 for its
member states to adopt. The SDGs aim to end poverty, reduce inequality and
injustice and tackle climate change for everyone in the world.

Go to your
Desktop
to learn about the objec
tives
associated with each Su
stainable
Development Goal.

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT WITHIN PLANETARY BOUNDARIES
GOVERNMENT

2050

PARTNERSHIPS

2030

SUSTAINABLE
RESOURCE USE

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

UNIVERSAL
VALUES

BASIC HUMAN NEEDS

EARTH PRECONDITIONS
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